Composite spatial indexing of regional habitat importance
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Abstract: Indexing and mapping co-occurrence for multiple species is central to many analyses of conservation needs, ecosystem health, and community composition. Species richness is often used because of its simplicity and interpretability, but a variety of ecologically based weighting schemes for species have been developed for special purposes such as determining biotic integrity. This work is concerned with indexing a balance between common and uncommon species for preliminary assessment of conservation needs. A Regional Habitat Importance Index is constructed in a manner that provides joint ordering of species and landscapes. The index leads emphasis to species having a scarcity of habitat over a region, low representation in conservation areas, and shortage of opportunity for expanding protection. Application of the index is illustrated for mammals and birds in the context of GAP Analysis for the state of Pennsylvania, USA.

Abbreviation: RHII - Regional Habitat Importance Index.

Introduction

Quantitative indication of multiple co-occurrences is fundamental to analysis of biodiversity as well as ecological community studies. In such investigations, spatial scale is a matter of proximity within which co-occurrence is recognized (Wiens 1989, Loehle & Wein 1994, Rosenzweig 1995). The simplest index of co-occurrence for multiple kinds of organisms is the familiar and much used species richness (Angermeier and Karr 1994, Myers et al. 2000, Samson and Knopf 1993, Shepard 1998), being a count of selected species present in the spatial scope of tally. Species richness is typically used for comparative purposes in finding and monitoring hotspots of biodiversity in a region of interest (Curnutt et al. 1994, Harcourt 2000, Reid 1998).

Species are not necessarily of equal interest, however, relative to ecosystem health and conservation planning. Habitat generalist species and those particularly adapted to environs of human habitation are of lesser concern for conservation, and may even be indicative that ecosystem integrity is degraded; whereas, relatively rare species and those belonging to particular functional groups (guilds) are of greater interest for conservation and assessment of ecosystem health (Bradford et al. 1998, Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Pimm and Lawton 1998, Prendergast et al. 1993, Williams et al. 1996). This leads to need for using weights as a means of incorporating species into composite indices that reflect particular aspects of ecosystem status such as biotic integrity (Brooks et al. 1998, O'Connell et al. 1998). In this context, our purpose is to present formulation of a Regional Habitat Importance Index for biodiversity assessment and results of its application with respect to vertebrate distributions in the state of Pennsylvania, USA.

Mapping of potential habitat and its stewardship status

A U.S. nationwide program of biodiversity assessment known as GAP Analysis provides the motivation and opportunity for our work (Scott et al. 1993). GAP Analysis is a coarse scale geographic approach to conservation that relies heavily on computer-based geographic information systems (GIS) and related information technologies (Davis et al. 1990, Olivieri and Backus 1992). GAP Analysis uses remotely sensed data in combination with various layers of map information and spatially specific databases along with knowledge-based models of biological characteristics for each species to arrive at mappings of potential habitat. Conservation stewardship status of habitat is then considered according to land ownership and mode of management. The overall objective is...
to identify ‘gaps’ in the conservation ‘safety net’ for maintenance of biological diversity. Such GAP mappings provide a ‘coarse filter’ input to more comprehensive planning for extension and establishment of reserve systems and/or promotion of cooperation between public and private interests to further the goals of conservation (Kiester et al. 1996, Pressey et al. 1993). GAP Analysis focuses attention on vertebrates under the assumption that habitat needs of macro-organisms will also serve to a large extent as surrogates for those of other organisms. Both common and rare species are considered, because the former includes keystone species for major regional habitats.

GAP Analysis typically uses vegetation community types as a principal differentiating factor for habitats. However, the complex intermixtures of forest tree species in Pennsylvania could not be reliably differentiated from satellite-based remotely sensed imagery having 30-meter resolution (Myers et al. 2000). Therefore, habitat mapping was done on the basis of several physiographic and landscape characteristics in conjunction with generalized land-cover maps. Habitat models were developed as matrices in the form of spreadsheets with columns representing habitat variables and rows representing species. The model for each species was then translated into a map by a sequence of conditional GIS operations designed to identify habitat and eliminate non-habitat areas.

Habitat variables in the matrix models for birds, mammals, amphibians, and reptiles were coded as integer numbers ranging from 1 to 4 which rate the variable as to its relevance for the particular species. The code designations were: 1 = habitat factor required by the species (primary use); 2 = habitat factor may be used by the species (secondary use); 3 = habitat factor avoided by the species; 4 = factor not relevant to the species. Habitat maps for these groups were produced as cellular (raster) grids having 30-meter resolution.

The approach used for modeling of fishes was analogous, but differed in several respects. Fish habitat modeling was conducted in GIS polygon (vector) mode with the foundation layer comprised of 9,855 small watersheds for named streams in Pennsylvania. Variables for habitat models were attached directly to each watershed as tabular attributes in the GIS. Habitat factors included physiographic units, major river basins, stream size class, median slope, and extent of disturbance. Species profiles for habitat factors determine whether a watershed is primary habitat, secondary habitat, or non-habitat.

Many Pennsylvania vertebrate species have range restrictions that are not directly tied to local habitat factors, which may be due to climatic influence or historical circumstance. Early in the Pennsylvania GAP Project, The Nature Conservancy compiled a database of species ranges for Pennsylvania. Based on current and historic information, species presence was tabulated in each of 211 cells of a hexagonal lattice that had been configured as a sampling frame by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Each hexagon encompasses an area of 635 km². All hexagons that contained records for a particular species formed its preliminary range. Single hexagons constituting holes in the preliminary range were then incorporated for purposes of the Pennsylvania GAP Project. The (augmented) hexagon range was coupled with a GIS map layer delimiting small watersheds in order to select all watersheds having included centers. Boundaries among the selected watersheds were then dissolved to obtain a range modifier for the respective habitat model. Any potential habitat from modeling that fell outside this range was suppressed.

The status of conservation stewardship was mapped over the state in four classes. GAP status 1 includes designated wilderness areas, state forest natural areas, state forest wild areas, and fee-simple holdings of conservancies. GAP status 2 includes national wildlife refuges, state parks, state forests, state gamelands, state scenic rivers, and conservancy easements. GAP status 3 includes national forest, national cultural and historic parks, national recreation areas, and national scenic/recreational river segments. The remaining lands whether public or private having no known long-term provisions for conservation were classified as GAP status 4. Conservation is a primary long-term consideration on status 1 lands, whereas it is at best a short-term consideration for status 4 lands.

**Methodology of regional habitat importance index**

Overlaying maps of potential habitat for the several species or groups of species will yield mappings of (potential) habitat richness that can be interpreted as model-based species richness. By segregating conservation stewardship status 4, the analysis locates substantial sectors of species-rich habitat types with weak stewardship as possible ‘gaps’ for further consideration in conservation planning. Since Pennsylvania has a large number of nearly ubiquitous vertebrate species, however, it was deemed inadequate to leave the matter of counterbalancing common and uncommon species to subjective interpretation.

It is important to have a relatively objective way of analyzing model results to determine which species face particular scarcity of sustainable habitat and where there
is notable co-occurrence of such problematic species. To meet this need, a Regional Habitat Importance Index (RHII) was formulated for joint ordering of species and landscapes with regard to comparative availability of potential habitat. The index combines overall scarcity of habitat with scarcity of habitat in conservation areas and scarcity of habitat outside conservation areas. It lends particular emphasis to species that couple overall habitat scarcity with low representation in conservation areas and difficulty of finding suitable habitat outside existing conservation areas by which to enhance the level of protection. The index was formulated for Pennsylvania GAP Analysis as follows:

\[
RHII = 100 \times (\text{statewide proportion of non-habitat}) \\
\times (\text{proportion of non-habitat in conservation lands}) \\
\times (\text{proportion of non-habitat outside conservation lands}).
\]

Conservation lands were considered to be those having stewardship status 3 or better. Status 4 lands comprised the outside area.

When there are millions of cells in each map, it is not a trivial undertaking to compile a weighted composite of 470 maps for species of vertebrates that reproduce in Pennsylvania. Therefore, the matter of scale becomes an important consideration. Since the results of GAP Analysis are most reliably interpreted at landscape scale, a cell size for tabulation of 1 km\(^2\) was chosen as being both appropriate and manageable. A species was considered to have potential occurrence at the kilometer scale if any finer scale cells representing potential habitat were contained.

In anticipation that different general life history scenarios could find expression in spatial pattern, the RHII analysis was performed separately for six taxonomic groups: mammals, birds, amphibians, snakes & lizards, turtles, and fishes. The 118,218 one-kilometer cells were configured as vector polygons with stewardship status as one of the entries in the attribute table. A supplemental attribute table was constructed for each group showing suitability of cells as rows for species as columns. The respective group table was joined to the general attribute table, and a series of table-based queries was used to obtain terms of the RHII for each species as entries in another table of RHII by species. Linkage of the latter table enabled cell-by-cell summation with GIS of RHII’s for all species of a group. The summation as RHII for the cell was then entered as a column for each taxonomic group in the main cellular attribute table.

### Application for mammals and birds in Pennsylvania

The Pennsylvania RHII results for mammals and birds serve to illustrate the effectiveness of the formulation for the intended purpose as compared to simple species richness. Of the six taxonomic groups studied, these two are chosen for presentation because their contrasting patterns show the importance of separate analysis for different types of life histories. The RHII tables for species include rating status for species of special concern (Brauning et al. 1994, Genoways and Brenner 1985, Hassinger et al. 1998) as evidence that high RHII is reflective of conservation issues.

Table 1 contains a partial ordering of Pennsylvania mammals according to the RHII approach. This table goes one species below the upper quartile with regard to RHII. The eastern mole is somewhat anomalous with respect to this ordering, being confined to southeastern Pennsylvania by its lack of ability to move beyond hospital.
This is a reminder that all such indexed orderings do require professional interpretation. For instance, the index will equally well highlight the occurrence of newly introduced exotics that could subsequently become invasive.

Table 2 contains an ordering of Pennsylvania bird species according to RHII. This table goes one species below the upper quartile with regard to RHII. It is notable that the majority of species in the upper quartile have a wetland affinity of some kind. There are also several species associated with grassland habitats. Thus, it implies that further conservation focus is warranted for avifauna in these landscape settings. There are two anomalous species in this list with respect to implications for conservation. One is the black-necked stilt at the top of list, which represents only a single pair known to nest regularly around a sewage treatment facility in southeastern Pennsylvania. The other is the mute swan that is a rather aggressive exotic species having become established as a breeder.

Pennsylvania encompasses three major physiographic components. The Piedmont in southeastern Pennsylvania is a remnant plateau complex giving rise to fertile soils and moderate topography. Agricultural and urbanized developments are the primary land uses. Remaining forests in this region are restricted mostly to the more rugged
uplands where relatively resistant parent materials produce shallower soils and to wetland areas that are problematic for both agriculture and development. The southeast portion of the Piedmont contains higher elevations than the more northerly and westerly components.

The Ridge and Valley region arches around the Piedmont through south-central and east-central Pennsylvania, with one finger extending northeast forming the heavily urbanized and extensively mined Wyoming Valley and another finger extending south of the Pocono Mountains to the Delaware River. The Ridge and Valley region consists primarily of the strongly folded ridge systems of the Appalachian Mountains, with an extensive Great Valley bordering the Piedmont. The mountains are interlaced ridges as remnant sides of much higher arches. Through time the centers eroded as a consequence of fracturing at the top of the fold. The forested ridges are rocky with thin infertile soils, thus being inhospitable to both agriculture and development as well as barriers to transportation. Soil fertility increases as one moves into the valleys, particularly where limestone parent material is found. The prominent mountain ridges separate sequences of narrow anticlinal and broader synclinal valleys. Agriculture is the dominant land use in the broad valleys, along with numerous urbanized developments.

The most extensive physiographic area is the Appalachian Plateau region, covering most of western and northern Pennsylvania. A thick horizontal layer of resistant sandstone is the major formative element of the region. The resistant sandstone generally weathers slowly resulting in shallow, infertile soils that are more suited to forests than to agriculture. The sandstones of the plateau contain inter-bedded shales that are more easily eroded, giving rise to differential dissection. Glaciation in the northern portions has contributed further to differentiation of this region and occurrence of more abundant wetlands. Strip-mining is frequent on the plateau. Whereas the rugged northcentral portion is heavily forested, the more moderate topography of the western portion has enabled considerable fragmentation by localized small-scale agriculture and various developments including the Pittsburgh major metropolitan area.

Pennsylvania touches on large water bodies in the northwest and southeast corners. Lake Erie as one the freshwater Great Lakes is situated to the northwest, and the saltwater environment of the Delaware Bay lies to the southeast. There are major river systems in both eastern and western Pennsylvania. The Susquehanna and Delaware Rivers are prominent features of the Atlantic Slope. The Allegheny-Monongahela-Ohio River complex is prominent in western Pennsylvania.

Figure 1 is a one-kilometer scale mapping of Pennsylvania showing areas having mammal species richness above the median for major physiographic regions. The importance of minimally fragmented forest environments is evident, as is also the deleterious influence of human dominated landscapes.

A comparative view in terms of Regional Habitat Importance Index is provided in Figure 2. Areas of importance are much more clearly defined and coherent than is the case for simple species richness. Additionally, RHII lends emphasis to certain areas in and along the Ridge and Valley that are either not evident or weakly so in terms of
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species richness. It is noteworthy that several areas highlighted by RHII are situated along the junctures of physiographic regions where species characteristic of both environments contribute jointly to biodiversity. It is apparent that RHII gives much more coherent signals for conservation perspectives than does conventional species richness.

Birds exhibit a wider spectrum of life history scenarios than mammals, thus offering a good comparative for exploring sensitivity of RHII and determining whether biodiversity assessments should be specific to ecological groupings of organisms. Figure 3 is a mapping of high bird species richness as a counterpart to Figure 1 for mammals. Bird species richness is much more geographically diffuse than for mammals. The overall importance of river valleys is seen in the Appalachian Plateau area where this influence transcends that of deep forest habitats. However, the importance of landscape diversity becomes more evident in the Ridge and Valley where ridge-top forests become refuges for forest-dwellers in otherwise human dominated landscapes. Heavily human dominated landscapes appear as inhospitable to avian biodiversity. Note particularly the apparent paucity of avian presence in the Piedmont.

Figure 4 is an avian counterpart map of RHII to that for mammals in Figure 2. In the case of birds, RHII pre-
presents a substantially different picture than species richness. Areas of emphasis are much less diffuse than for species richness. More importantly, however, the large order river drainages of the Piedmont and southeastern Ridge and Valley become very prominent; whereas they appeared essentially devoid of interest relative to species richness. This is consistent with the high RHII ratings for wetland bird species in Table 2. From a conservation perspective, upland birds appear to be relatively well situated in Pennsylvania; as compared to wetland birds that appear quite vulnerable to habitat loss. Given the current distribution of land stewardship status in Pennsylvania as depicted in Figure 5, this becomes to be a valid perception. This is not to imply that deep forest habitats for neotropical migrants are unimportant, but that their habitats are much better protected than those of large riverine landscape settings. There is also considerable discrepancy between focal areas for birds versus mammals.

**Synthesis**

Reliance on broad taxonomic groupings and simple species richness for regional biodiversity assessments is
clearly unwise. Coarse scale analyses using cost-efficient spatial information technologies and knowledge-based, landscape-level modeling of habitat requirements for individual species can present consistent and coherent regional conservation perspectives through objective index formulations. A Regional Habitat Importance Index (RHII) taking into account habitat scarcity and prior protection can provide a dual ordering of species and landscapes with respect to provisions for sustainability. The efficacy of the approach is demonstrated in Pennsylvania, USA as regional of considerable physiographic variability. Although not demonstrated here, the resulting compilations can be queried inversely to determine which species are most influential in generating high importance ratings for a given area. Regional habitat importance mappings for several groups of organisms can likewise be superimposed via GIS to locate zones of compound importance.
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